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CHAIRPERSONS IGE AND TAKAMINE AND MFMBERS OF THE SENATE
COMMITTEES ON HEALTH & LABOR:
The purpose of S. B. No. 1138 is to provide Hawaii Health Systems Corporation
("HHSC") the ability to establish their own personnel system for newly hired workers
after July 1, 2009 and create a dual workforce by establishing two (2) separate
collective bargaining units.
The Office of Collective Bargaining has strong concerns with the proposed
amendments to Chapter 89, HRS.
This bill provides that the Governor would not have any votes versus the six
votes that she has now for the existing bargaining unit employees. In order to maintain
continuity between similar bargaining units, fiscal control over cost items, and ensure
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the continued viability of management rights, the Governor should have a majority vote
on collective bargaining negotiations for similar bargaining unit employees.
In addition, the bill is not clear as to how the new personnel system will work to
enhance operational efficiency.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify on this measure.
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ON
SENATE BILL NO. 1138
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RELATING TO HAWAII HEALTH SYSTEMS CORPORATION
The purpose of Senate Bill No. 1138 is to establish a separate personnel system for the
Hawaii Health Systems Corporation.
The Legislature created the Hawaii Health Systems Corporation by Act 262, Session
Laws of Hawaii 1996, for the purpose of providing quality and cost effective health care for
all the people in the State served by the publicly owned and operated community hospital
facilities. Because the Hawaii Health Systems Corporation has been operating under a
revenue shortfall, State general fund subsidies have been required to continue hospital
operations. The intent of this bill is to reduce the need for these subsidies by creating a more
flexible personnel system for employees hired after July 1,2009, including:
1. Allowing the Hawaii Health Systems Corporation to negotiate its own collective
bargaining agreements, and creating two new bargaining units, (14) for employees currently
in bargaining units (1) Nonsupervisory employees in blue collar positions and
(10) Institutional, Health, and Correctional workers; and (15) for employees currently in
bargaining units (2) Supervisory employees in blue collar positions, (3) Nonsupervisory
employees in white collar positions, (4) Supervisory employees in white collar positions; (9)
Registered Professional Nurses, and (l3) Professional and Scientific employees, who cannot
be included in any of the other bargaining units.
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2. Creating a new retirement system separate from the State Employees' Retirement
System.
3. Creating a new health benefits plan separate from the State employees' benefits plans.
While we support forming separate bargaining units and the right to strike for Hawaii
Health Systems Corporation employees, we cannot support the bill in its current form due to
the employer approval voting structure it implements. While the Hawaii Health Systems
Corporation has been operating under a revenue shortfall, collective bargaining agreements
for the Hawaii Health Systems Corporation employees have been funded out of the State
general fund. Assuming this practice continues, this bill would place the Governor in the
position of having no vote in the approval of Hawaii Health Systems collective bargaining
agreements, yet having to fund the cost of any agreement agreed to by the Hawaii Health
Systems Corporation and the regional boards. This voting arrangement would also allow the
Hawaii Health Systems Corporation to unilaterally create precedents for similar public
employees in other bargaining units. A voting arrangement giving the Governor at least an
equal number of votes as the Hawaii Health Systems Corporation/regional boards needs to be
incorporated to preserve the fiscal integrity of the State.
The Hawaii Employer-Union Trust Fund Board has taken the position that the
Employer-Union Trust Fund would best be able to provide health benefits for public
employees and retirees. As long as the Hawaii Health Systems Corporation employees
remain public employees, we do not support removing these employees from the Hawaii
Employer-Union Trust Fund.
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Similarly, it is not clear that the Hawaii Health Systems would be able to provide for
more effectively managed retirement benefits for their employers given the economies of
scale of the State Employees' Retirement System. As long as Hawaii Health Systems
Corporation employees remain public employees, we do not support removing these
employees from the Hawaii Employees' Retirement System.
Overall, while we recognize the importance of seeking measures to eliminate general
fund subsidies for the Hawaii Health Systems Corporation, we cannot support this bill without
stronger assurances that provisions of this bill will bring about that end.
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SB 1138 RELATING TO THE HAWAII HEALTH SYSTEMS CORPORATION
Establishes a new and separate personnel system for employees of the corporation hired on
or after the effective date of the bill; authorizes the establishment of a new retirement
benefits program and employee health benefits program through collective bargaining
negotiations for employees in the new personnel system. Employees of the new personnel
system would be exempt from civil service, but appropriately included or excluded from
two new collective bargaining units pursuant to our Collective Bargaining Law. All
employees hired before the effective date of this Act would not be impacted by this Act.

Thomas M. Driskill, Jr.
President and Chief Executive Officer
Hawaii Health Systems Corporation (HHSC)

On behalf of the Hawaii Health Systems Corporation (HHSC) Corporate Board of
Directors, thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony in support of SB 1138 which
was developed to enhance operational efficiency and to decrease personnel-related
expenses. The present civil service system includes a very expensive retirement plan and a
similarly costly health insurance benefit program that provides for free health insurance for
retirees. These programs have contributed significantly to the fiscal shortfalls of HHSC.
Specifically, this bill provides that all current employees ofHHSC will continue to
receive compensation and benefits that are being provided by the respective collective
bargaining agreements and existing statutes, such employees are essentially
"grandfathered" into the existing civil service system. Such employees will continue to
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retain such benefits until they retire or leave service. However, all new employees hired
by the corporation on or after the effective date of this bill would be placed in a "new
personnel system" and would be exempt from civil service established by Chapter 76. The
status of the new employees would be similar to employees in bargaining units 05
(teachers), 06 (educational officers), 07 (UH faculty) and 08 (administrative, professional
and technical personnel of UH). They would also receive a different compensation and
benefit package which would include retirement and health benefit programs that are
separate and apart from the Employees Retirement System (ERS) and the Employer Union
Trust Fund (EUTF). These new employees would be included in two new collective
bargaining units, BU 14 and BU 15, established under Chapter 89. When the exclusive
representatives for these new units are elected and confirmed, negotiations may ensue on
the compensation and benefit package that will have been previously established for
employees in the new personnel system.
Besides salaries, the biggest expenses that we have to pay for are contributions to
the State ERS and to the EUTF. Reductions in these areas would playa significant role in
reducing our State subsidies. Since our current workforce was hired under the benefit
plans provided by the ERS and EUTF, it would not be fair nor appropriate to reduce such
benefits. However, a less expensive benefit package could be established for employees
that will be hired by HHSC in the future and on a corresponding basis hourly wages could be
raised to meet or exceed industry standards. The employees would receive representation
under the provisions of Chapter 89. As written, the two new bargaining units have the
right to strike and only HHSC will have the votes in reaching a collective bargaining
negotiations decision.
We have estimated that, based on forecast attrition rates, HHSC could realize
system-wide cumulative savings between approximately $84,726,428 and $123,568,000 in
reduced retirement plan costs and reduced or eliminated costs for retiree health care, over
eight years for employees in the new bargaining units. Also, we have estimated that, if
paid time off for vacation and sick leave was reduced to 25 to 30 days per year, similar to
paid time off for employees in other healthcare systems in Hawaii, HHSC could realize
system-wide cumulative savings between approximately $51,689,000 and $61,629,000
over eight years, for employees in new collective bargaining units.
In further reviewing the bill, we have noted some inconsistencies and the necessity
for technical amendments to resolve these issues. Attached for your consideration is a
proposed SB 1138 SD 1 with suggested amendments (amended language is highlighted in
yellow) to provide for such clarification.
On behalf ofHHSC and the HHSC Corporate Board of Directors, we strongly
support this proposed legislation, which will make it possible for the corporation to
become more efficient in providing quality health care services in the rural communities of
Hawaii and here in Honolulu.
Your support for SB 1138 with proposed amendments is greatly appreciated.
Thank you.
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community standard.
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My name is Odetta Fujimori, a retiree and former ERS trustee. I am offering testimony
to express my concern to the language of SB 1138 which would allow the Hawaii Health
Systems Corporation (HHSC) to establish its own retirement system. I have no objection
of their desire to establish a personnel system to meet their unique needs.
Since its inception, the state of Hawaii's public employees' retirement system, has never
failed its retirees and beneficiaries in providing them with their monthly and bi-monthly
pension checks. Timely payments into the system by the employers and automatic
deductions from each employee's paycheck, along with responsible investing and
positive returns are reasons for ERS' ability to meet its obligation.
The ERS' unfunded liability was an issue until recently, when the legislature passed
legislation to have the employers pay their fair share to meet their obligations for a fully
funded retirement system. (This is a long-range endeavor and ERS should be one
hundred percent funded sometime during the mid-30s.)
The Hawaii Health Systems Corporation appears to want out of its obligation by creating
its own retirement system. This is wrong and selfish and should not be permitted. Using
this means to address its fiscal crisis is not the answer and may cause even greater
problems for HHSC. Instead, HHSC should be providing its einployees with a secure
defined benefits retirement system offered through the state's ERS.
Please look at SB1138 carefully and delete the section that allows HHSC to create its
own retirement system.
Sincerely,

Odetta Fujimori
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TESTIMONY OF THE UNITED PUBLIC WORKERS, AFSCME, LOCAL 646,
AFL-CIO ON S.B. 1138 RELATING TO HAWAII HEALTH SYSTEMS CORP.
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The Twenty-Fifth Legislature, State of Hawaii
Hawaii State Senate
Committee on Health
Committee on Labor
Testimony by
Hawaii Government Employees Association
February 13, 2009
S.B. 1138 - RELATING TO THE
HAWAII HEALTH SYSTEMS
CORPORATION
The Hawaii Government Employees Association opposes the purpose and intent of
S.B. 1138. The bill authorizes the Hawaii Health Systems Corporation to establish its
own personnel and retirement systems and health benefits plan separate from the
existing ones for employees hired on or after July 1, 2009. It also would establish two
additional bargaining units for HHSC employees by amending Chapter 89, HRS.
This proposal will create a two-tier system with different personnel, retirement and
health benefits for employees based upon the date of hire, which will lead to potentially
serious morale problems because one group of employees will have better benefits and
conditions of employment than the other. It will also complicate collective bargaining
negotiations considerably.
The current collective bargaining, personnel, retirement systems, along with the health
insurance available to employees, provides uniformity and helps to ensure that
employees are treated fairly and consistently across jurisdictions. The existing
personnel systems allow for supplemental agreements and memoranda of understand
to address specific situations and problems within their jurisdiction and affecting their
employees.
There is no need for such drastic changes as proposed in this legislation.
Thank you for the opportunity to express our opposition about S.B. 1138.
Respectfully submitted,

d70~~
Nora A. Nomura
Deputy Executive Director
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STATEMENT OF THE ILWU LOCAL 142 ON S~B. 61, S.B.1136, S.B. 1138, S.B. 518

The ILWU Local 142 wishes to express concerns and questions about S.B. 61, S.B. 1136, S.B.
1138, and S.B. 518, all related to Hawaii Health Systems Corporation. We comment on these
bills as the representative of thousands of ILWU members and retirees who are consumers of
services provided by Hawaii Health Systems Corporation.
S.B. 61 will permit Hawaii Health Systems Corporation to be a private nonprofit entity,
presumably able to raise its own funds and continue to be the health care safety net by providing
affordable, accessible and quality health care. But what happens if the nonprofit corporation is
not financially viable? Can the corporation close up shop? What then happens to the "safety
net" of services for those in remote areas of the neighbor islands?
S.B. 1136 proposes to out source certain services ofHHSC. The bill does not specify what
services would be outsourced, but it is likely that civil service positions would be lost. Yet no
one has been able to say, definitively, that outsourcing will produce better, more cost-effective
outcomes. In order for HHSC to save money, the workers retained by the outsourcing entity
must pay them less than current workers are paid, a distasteful likelihood. In addition, HHSC
will be paying the outsourcing entity for management services.
S.B. 1138 and S.B. 518 appears designed to diminish collective bargaining, which we are
opposed to on principle. Setting up separate retirement and personnel systems and bargaining
units seem unnecessary and costly but are likely mechanisms to eliminate collective bargaining
altogether.
The ILWU requests that the Committees consider our concerns and the potential that needed
safety net services will be jeopardized by these proposals. Thank you for the opportunity to
testify on these measures.

